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Using an isospin- and momentum-dependent transport model, we study the effects due to the momentum
dependence of isoscalar nuclear potential as well as that of symmetry potential on two-nucleon correlation
functions and light cluster production in intermediate energy heavy-ion collisions induced by neutron-rich
nuclei. It is found that both observables are affected significantly by the momentum dependence of nuclear
potential, leading to a reduction of their sensitivity to the stiffness of nuclear symmetry energy. However, the
t / 3He ratio remains a sensitive probe of the density dependence of nuclear symmetry energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The equation of state (EOS) of an asymmetric nuclear
matter with unequal numbers of protons and neutrons de-
pends crucially on the nuclear symmetry energy. Although
the nuclear symmetry energy at normal nuclear matter den-
sity is known to be around 30 MeV from the empirical
liquid-drop mass formula [1,2], its values at other densities
are poorly known. Studies based on various theoretical mod-
els also give widely different predictions [3]. Lack of this
knowledge has hampered our understanding of both the
structure of radioactive nuclei [4–7] and many important is-
sues in nuclear astrophysics [8–10], such as the nucleosyn-
thesis during the pre-supernova evolution of massive stars
and the properties of neutron stars. However, recent advance
in radioactive nuclear beam facilities provides a unique op-
portunity to study the density dependence of nuclear symme-
try energy [3,11–14]. Theoretical studies have already shown
that in heavy-ion collisions induced by neutron-rich nuclei,
the effect of nuclear symmetry energy can be studied via the
ratio of preequilibrium neutrons and protons [15], the isospin
fractionation [16–20], the isoscaling in multifragmentation
[21], the proton differential elliptic flow [22], the neutron-
proton differential transverse flow [23,24], the p− to p+ ratio
[25], and isospin diffusion in heavy-ion collisions [26,27].
Also, it was found that the correlation function between
nucleon pairs with high total momentum and the isobaric
ratio t / 3He in heavy-ion collisions induced by neutron-rich
nuclei are sensitive to the density dependence of nuclear
symmetry energy [28–31], implying that the space-time
properties of neutron and proton emission sources are af-
fected by the nuclear symmetry energy. In these studies, the
momentum dependence of nuclear mean-field potential, es-
pecially its isovector part (the symmetry potential), was not
taken into account. The momentum dependence of nuclear
isoscalar potential is well known, and its effect in heavy-ion
collisions is large [32]. As shown in Refs. [33–36], the ex-
perimental data on the nucleon directed flow in intermediate
energy heavy-ion collisions, which were previously ex-
plained by a stiff nuclear equation of state with compressibil-
ity of 380 MeV when the momentum dependence of nuclear
isoscalar potential was not taken into account, are actually
consistent with a soft nuclear equation of state with com-
pressibility of 200 MeV after including the momentum de-
pendence. The momentum dependence of nuclear isoscalar
potential was also found to affect the space-time properties
of nucleon emission source [37]. The momentum depen-
dence of nuclear symmetry potential is, on the other hand,
poorly known. Its effect on some of the isospin observables
mentioned above has only recently been studied [38–40] and
was found to be significant. In this paper, we shall study how
the momentum dependence of both isoscalar nuclear poten-
tial and nuclear symmetry potential affect two-nucleon cor-
relation functions and light cluster production in intermediate
energy heavy-ion collisions induced by neutron-rich nuclei.
Our results show that the momentum dependence of nuclear
potential reduces the sensitivity of two-nucleon correlation
functions and the light cluster yield on the stiffness of
nuclear symmetry energy. However, the t / 3He ratio is still
found to depend on the stiffness of nuclear symmetry energy
even with the inclusion of its momentum dependence.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the momentum dependence of nuclear isoscalar potential and
nuclear symmetry potential. In Sec. III, we present results
from the isospin- and momentum-dependent Boltzmann-
Uehling-Uhlenbeck (IBUU) transport model on two-nucleon
correlation functions in heavy-ion collisions induced by
neutron-rich nuclei at intermediate energies. Results on light
cluster production and the t / 3He ratio based on the nucleon
coalescence model are given in Sec. IV. Finally, we conclude
with a summary in Sec. V.
II. MOMENTUM DEPENDENCE OF NUCLEAR
MEAN-FIELD POTENTIAL
The energy per nucleon in an asymmetric nuclear matter
is usually expressed as
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Esr,dd = Esr,d = 0d + Esymsrdd2 + Osd4d , s1d
where r=rn+rp is the baryon density with rn and rp denot-
ing the neutron and proton densities, respectively; d= srn
−rpd / srp+rnd is the isospin asymmetry; and Esr ,d=0d is the
energy per particle in a symmetric nuclear matter, while
Esymsrd is the nuclear symmetry energy. Studies based on
various many-body theories using nonlocal interactions
have shown that the momentum dependence of nuclear
single-particle potential is different for neutrons and pro-
tons in asymmetric nuclear matter, see, e.g., Ref. f9g for a
review. Using the Gogny effective interaction sMDId, the
nucleon single-particle potential was recently determined
in the mean-field approximation by fitting the saturation
properties of nuclear matter at zero temperature with com-
pressibility K0=211 MeV and symmetry energy 30 MeV
f41g. The resulting potential Usr ,d ,p ,td for a nucleon
with isospin t s1/2 for protons and −1/2 for neutronsd and
momentum p in an asymmetric nuclear matter with iso-
spin asymmetry d and density r, can be parametrized as
Usr,d,p,td = Au
rt8
r0
+ Al
rt
r0
+ BS r
r0
Dss1 − xd2d
− 8tx
B
s + 1
rs−1
r0
s drt8
+
2Ct,t
r0
E d3p8 ftsr,p8d1 + sp − p8d2/L2
+
2Ct,t8
r0
E d3p8 ft8sr,p8d1 + sp − p8d2/L2 , s2d
where tÞt8 and ftsr ,pd denotes the phase-space distribu-
tion function at coordinate r and momentum p. The param-
eter x in Eq. s2d is introduced to reflect the uncertainty of our
knowledge on the density dependence of nuclear symmetry
energy, and it has a value of 1 in the Gogny interaction f41g.
For the momentum-independent part of the potential, given
by the first two lines of Eq. s2d, the value for s is 3 /4 and for
B is 106.35 MeV, while those for Al and Au depend on the
value of x. For x=0, we have Al=−120.57 MeV and Au
=−95.98 MeV. For other values of x, they are
Alsxd = Als0d +
2B
s + 1
x, Ausxd = Aus0d −
2B
s + 1
x , s3d
with Als0d and Aus0d denoting the values for x=0.
The terms with parameters Ct,t8=−103.4 MeV and Ct,t
=−11.7 MeV with L=1.0pF
0
, where pF
0 denotes the Fermi
momentum at normal nuclear matter density, in the second
line of Eq. (2) describes the momentum dependence of not
only the nuclear isoscalar potential but also the nuclear sym-
metry potential as a nucleon with isospin t interacts differ-
ently with unlike and like nucleons in the background fields.
With different x values, one can obtain different density
dependence for the nuclear symmetry energy without chang-
ing other properties of the asymmetric nuclear matter. As
seen in Fig. 1, where the density dependence of nuclear sym-
metry energy from the MDI interaction with different x val-
ues are shown, the symmetry energy becomes stiffer with
decreasing x but its value at normal nuclear density remains
the same. To explore the large range of Esymsrd predicted by
various many-body theories [5,42–44], we consider in the
present study two values of x=1 and x=−2. Since the nuclear
symmetry energy given by x=1 has a weaker dependence on
density than the one given by x=−2, we call it a soft sym-
metry energy while the one corresponding to x=−2 is called
a hard symmetry energy. We note that the soft symmetry
energy with x=1 is the same as that given by the default
Gogny interaction.
The difference in the density dependence of soft and stiff
symmetry energies is due to the different density dependence
in the momentum-independent part of the potential from the
MDI interaction as shown in Fig. 2, where we give the den-
FIG. 2. (Color online) Density dependence of total symmetry
energy together with contributions from the kinetic energy part as
well as the momentum-independent and momentum-dependent po-
tential energy parts from the MDI interaction with (a) x=1 and (b)
x=−2.
FIG. 1. (Color online) Density dependence of nuclear symmetry
energy from the MDI interaction with different x values.
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sity dependence of total symmetry energy for these two cases
together with that due to contributions from the kinetic en-
ergy part as well as the momentum-independent and
momentum-dependent potential energy parts. The total po-
tential energy contribution to the symmetry energy shown in
Fig. 2 can be parametrized as
Esym
pot srd = 3.08 + 39.6u − 29.2u2 + 5.68u3 − 0.523u4sMeVd ,
s4d
for the soft symmetry energy, i.e., the MDI with x=1 and
Esym
pot srd = − 1.83 − 5.45u + 30.34u2 − 5.04u3 + 0.45u4sMeVd
s5d
for the hard symmetry energy, i.e., the MDI with x=−2. In
the above, u;r /r0 is the reduced nucleon density.
To study the effects due to the momentum dependence of
nuclear symmetry energy, we also consider a nucleon poten-
tial Unomssr ,d ,p ,td;U0sr ,pd+Usymsr ,d ,td with the iso-
scalar part taken from the original MDYI interaction [34],
i.e.,
U0sr,pd = − 110.44u + 140.9u1.24
−
130
r0
E d3p8 fsr,p8d
1 + sp − p8d2/s1.58pF
0d2
, s6d
which has a compressibility K0=215 MeV and is almost the
same as the momentum-dependent isoscalar potential
given by the MDI interaction, i.e., Eq. s2d. For the
momentum-independent symmetry potential Usymsr ,d ,td,
it is obtained from Usymsr ,d ,td=]Wsym/]rt using the
isospin-dependent part of the potential energy density
Wsym=Esym
pot srd ·r ·d2 where Esym
pot srd is given by Eqs. s4d and
s5d from the MDI interaction.
To study the effects due to the momentum dependence of
isoscalar nuclear potential, we also consider the usual
momentum-independent soft nuclear isoscalar potential with
K0=200 MeV (SBKD), first introduced by Bertsch, Kruse
and Das Gupta [45], i.e.,
Usrd = − 356u + 303u7/6. s7d
The density dependence of neutron and proton single-particle
potentials at isospin asymmetry d=0.2 and at momenta k
=1 fm−1 and k=3 fm−1 are shown in Fig. 3 for the SBKD,
MDYI, and MDI interactions. It is seen that neutrons gen-
erally have a stronger repulsive potential than protons.
Their difference further depends on the nuclear symmetry
energy, with the soft one giving a larger difference at low
densities while the hard one giving a larger difference at
high densities. Also, with momentum-dependent MDYI
and MDI interactions, the nuclear potential is more repul-
sive for high momentum nucleons. Moreover, the momen-
tum dependence of nuclear symmetry potential from the
MDI interaction generally reduces the difference between
the neutron and proton potentials, especially at high mo-
menta.
To see more clearly the momentum dependence of
nucleon mean-field potential, we show in Fig. 4 the momen-
tum dependence of neutron and proton single-particle poten-
tials in asymmetric nuclear matter with isospin asymmetry
d=0.2 and at different densities for different nucleon effec-
tive interactions. Although the MDI interaction is seen to
give a similar momentum dependence in the nucleon poten-
tial as the MDYI interaction, the difference between the neu-
tron and proton potentials, is reduced, especially at higher
momenta, due to its momentum dependence in the nuclear
symmetry potential. Therefore, the MDI interaction gives a
weaker symmetry potential than that from the MDYI inter-
action.
FIG. 3. (Color online) Density dependence of
neutron and proton single-particle potentials at
different momenta in asymmetric nuclear matter
with isospin asymmetry d=0.2 for different
nucleon effective interactions.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Momentum depen-
dence of neutron and proton single-particle po-
tentials in asymmetric nuclear matter with isospin
asymmetry d=0.2 and at different densities for
different nucleon effective interactions.
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The nucleon effective mass is an important quantity to
characterize the momentum dependence of nuclear mean-
field potential. From the single-particle potential, we can ob-
tain the nucleon effective mass from
mt
*
mt
= S1 + mtp dUdp Dp=pfstd
−1
. s8d
In Fig. 5, we show both the density sad and isospin asymme-
try sbd dependence of nucleon effective mass in asymmetric
nuclear matter with isospin asymmetry d=0.2 and at normal
nuclear matter density for the MDYI and MDI interac-
tions. It is seen that a neutron has a larger effective mass
than a proton in neutron-rich nuclear matter and both de-
pends strongly on the isospin asymmetry of nuclear mat-
ter. The small difference between the neutron and proton
effective masses for the MDYI interaction is due to the
different neutron and proton Fermi energies. In addition,
the MDYI interaction shows a slightly stronger density
dependence for the nucleon effective mass than the MDI
interaction.
Above discussions indicate that the nucleon symmetry po-
tential is reduced after including its momentum dependence
and the effect gets larger with increasing nucleon momen-
tum. The difference between symmetry potentials with and
without momentum dependence is thus larger for nucleons
with higher momenta. In the following, the three potentials
obtained with the SBKD, MDYI, and MDI interactions will
be used together with the isospin-dependent experimental
NN cross sections in the IBUU model [15,38,39] to study the
effects due to the momentum dependence of isoscalar and
isovector (symmetry) potentials on two-nucleon correlation
functions and light cluster production in intermediate energy
heavy-ion collisions induced by neutron-rich nuclei. In pre-
vious studies [12,15,28], it has been shown that these observ-
ables are sensitive to the symmetry potential but not to the
isoscalar potential and the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross
sections.
III. TWO-NUCLEON CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
The space-time properties of nucleon emission source,
which are important for understanding the reaction dynamics
of heavy-ion collisions, can be extracted from two-particle
correlation functions; see, e.g., Refs. [46–49] for reviews. In
most studies, only the two-proton correlation function is
studied [50–56]. Recently, data on two-neutron and neutron-
proton correlation functions have also become available. The
neutron-proton correlation function is especially useful as it
is free of correlations due to wave-function anti-
symmetrization and Coulomb interactions. Indeed, Ghetti et
al. have deduced from measured neutron-proton correlation
function the emission sequence of neutrons and protons in
intermediate energy heavy-ion collisions [57–59] and have
also studied the isospin effects on two-nucleon correlation
functions [60].
In standard Koonin-Pratt formalism [61–63], the two-
particle correlation function is obtained by convoluting the
emission function gsp ,xd, i.e., the probability for emitting a
particle with momentum p from the space-time point x
= sr , td, with the relative wave function of the two particles,
i.e.,
CsP,qd =
E d4x1d4x2gsP/2,x1dgsP/2,x2dufsq,rdu2
E d4x1gsP/2,x1d E d4x2gsP/2,x2d
. s9d
In the above, Ps=p1+p2d and qf= 12 sp1−p2dg are, respec-
tively, the total and relative momenta of the particle pair; and
fsq ,rd is the relative two-particle wave function with r be-
ing their relative position, i.e., r= sr2−r1d−
1
2 sv1+v2dst2− t1d.
This approach has been very useful in studying effects of
nuclear equation of state and nucleon-nucleon cross sections
on the reaction dynamics of intermediate energy heavy-ion
collisions f47g. In the present paper, we use the Koonin-Pratt
method to determine the nucleon-nucleon correlation func-
tions in order to study the effect due to the momentum de-
pendence of nuclear mean-field potential and the density de-
pendence of nuclear symmetry energy on the spatial and
temporal properties of nucleon emission source in interme-
diate energy heavy-ion collisions.
As an example, we study here central collisions of 52Ca
+ 48Ca at E=80 MeV/nucleon. This particular reaction sys-
tem with isospin asymmetry d=0.2 can be studied at the
future Rare Isotope Accelerator (RIA). In the present work,
nucleons are considered as emitted when their local densities
are less than r0 /8 and subsequent interactions do not cause
their recapture into regions of higher density. In Fig. 6, we
show the emission rates of protons and neutrons as functions
of time for the SBKD, MDYI, and MDI interactions with
soft and hard symmetry energies. It is clearly seen that there
are two stages of nucleon emissions; an early fast emission
and a subsequent slow emission. This is consistent with the
long-lived nucleon emission source observed in previous
FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Density and (b) isospin asymmetry
dependence of nucleon effective mass in asymmetric nuclear matter
with isospin asymmetry d=0.2 and at normal nuclear matter density
for the MDYI and MDI interactions.
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BUU calculations [54]. For the momentum-independent
nuclear potential (SBKD), we find from Fig. 6(a) that the
hard symmetry energy enhances the emission of early high
momentum protons (dash-dotted line) and neutrons (dotted
line) but suppresses late slow emission compared with re-
sults from the soft symmetry energy (protons and neutrons
are given by solid and dashed lines, respectively). The dif-
ference between the emission rates of protons and neutrons
is, however, larger for the soft symmetry energy. Figure 6(b)
shows results from the MDYI interaction which includes the
momentum-dependent isoscalar potential but the
momentum-independent symmetry potential. It is seen that
the momentum dependence of isoscalar potential enhances
significantly the nucleon emission rate due to the more re-
pulsive momentum-dependent nuclear potential at high mo-
menta. As a result, the relative effect due to the symmetry
potential is reduced compared with the results shown in Fig.
6(a). In Fig. 6(c), we use the MDI interaction which includes
momentum dependence in both isoscalar potential and sym-
metry potential. The momentum dependence of symmetry
potential leads to a slightly faster nucleon emission but the
symmetry potential effects are reduced. We note that the
fraction of total number of nucleons emitted before 200 fm/c
in the IBUU simulations is about 80% for the SBKD inter-
action but almost 100% for the MDYI and MDI interactions.
The enhancement of nucleon emissions with momentum-
dependent nuclear mean-field potential was also observed in
previous calculations [37]. It should be noted that the emitted
nucleons in the present study are not exactly those observed
experimentally since we have not included explicitly the pro-
duction of clusters and intermediate mass fragments in the
IBUU simulations.
Using the program Correlation After Burner [64], which
takes into account final-state nucleon-nucleon interactions,
we have evaluated two-nucleon correlation functions from
the emission function given by the IBUU model. Shown in
Fig. 7 are two-nucleon correlation functions gated on the
total momentum P of nucleon pairs from central collisions of
52Ca+ 48Ca at E=80 MeV/nucleon by using the SBKD inter-
action with the soft and hard symmetry potentials. The left
and right panels are for P,300 MeV/c and
P.500 MeV/c, respectively. Both neutron-neutron (upper
panels) and neutron-proton (lower panels) correlation func-
tions peak at q<0 MeV/c, while the proton-proton correla-
tion function (middle panel) is peaked at about q
=20 MeV/c due to the strong final-state s-wave attraction.
The latter is suppressed at q=0 as a result of Coulomb re-
pulsion and antisymmetrization of the two-proton wave func-
tion. These general features are consistent with those ob-
served in experimental data from heavy-ion collisions [57].
For nucleon pairs with high total momentum, their corre-
lation function is stronger for the hard symmetry energy than
for the soft symmetry energy: about 24% and 9% for
neutron-proton pairs and neutron-neutron pairs at low rela-
tive momentum q=5 MeV/c, respectively, and 21% for
proton-proton pairs at q=20 MeV/c. The neutron-proton
correlation function thus exhibits the highest sensitivity to
the density dependence in nuclear symmetry energy Esymsrd.
For nucleon pairs with low total momenta, the symmetry
potential effects are weak. These results are again consistent
with previous calculations [28,29].
What will happen to the symmetry energy effect on two-
nucleon correlation functions if we include the momentum-
dependent isoscalar potential in the IBUU model? This can
be seen from Fig. 8, where they are shown for the same
central collisions of 52Ca+ 48Ca at E=80 MeV/nucleon by
using the MDYI interaction with soft and hard symmetry
potentials in the IBUU model. For nucleon pairs with low
total momentum, shown in left panels, their correlation func-
tions remain insensitive to the nuclear symmetry energy. For
nucleon pairs with high total momentum, shown in right pan-
els, their correlation function is again stronger for the hard
FIG. 6. (Color online) Emission rates of pro-
tons and neutrons as functions of time for differ-
ent nucleon effective interactions.
FIG. 7. (Color online) Two-nucleon correlation functions gated
on the total momentum P of nucleon pairs using the SBKD inter-
action with soft (filled squares) or stiff (open squares) symmetry
energy. Left panels are for P,300 MeV/c while right panels are
for P.500 MeV/c.
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symmetry energy than for the soft symmetry energy: about
17% and 4% for neutron-proton pairs and neutron-neutron
pairs at low relative momentum q=5 MeV/c, respectively,
and 12% for proton-proton pairs at q=20 MeV/c. Compared
to the results from the SBKD interaction, the momentum
dependence of isoscalar potential thus reduces the symmetry
potential effects on two-nucleon correlation functions. This
is due to the fact that the repulsive momentum-dependent
potential enhances nucleon emissions and thus reduces the
density effect on nucleon emissions, leading to a weaker
symmetry potential effects on two-nucleon correlation func-
tions.
To see how the momentum dependence of nuclear sym-
metry energy affects the effect due to its density dependence
on two nucleon correlation functions, we show in Fig. 9 the
results from the MDI interaction with the soft and hard sym-
metry potentials for central collisions of 52Ca+ 48Ca at E
=80 MeV/nucleon. It is seen that the effect due to the stiff-
ness of nuclear symmetry energy is again small for nucleon
pairs with low total momentum as shown in left panels. For
nucleon pairs with high total momentum, shown in right pan-
els, their correlation function remains stronger for the hard
symmetry energy than for the soft symmetry energy: about
11% for neutron-proton pairs at low relative momentum q
=5 MeV/c and 9% for proton-proton pairs at q
=20 MeV/c. The symmetry potential effect on the correla-
tion function of neutron-neutron pairs is, however, very
weak. Compared with results from the SBKD and MDYI
interactions, the two-nucleon correlation functions from the
MDI interaction are thus smaller, mainly due to the very
small difference between its neutron and proton potentials,
especially for higher momentum nucleons as shown in Fig. 3
and 4.
IV. THE t / 3He RATIO
Light cluster production has been extensively studied in
experiments involving heavy-ion collisions at all energies,
e.g., see Ref. [65] for a recent review. A popular model for
describing the production of light clusters in these collisions
is the coalescence model, e.g., see Ref. [66] for a theoretical
review, which has been used at both intermediate [67–69]
and high energies [70,71]. In this model, the probability for
producing a cluster is determined by the overlap of its
Wigner phase-space density with the nucleon phase-space
distribution at freeze out. Explicitly, the multiplicity of a
M-nucleon cluster in a heavy-ion collision is given by [70]
NM = GE dri1dqi1 fl driM−1dqiM−1
3K o
i1.i2.. . . iM
ri
Wsri1,qi1 fl riM−1,qiM−1dL . s10d
In the above, ri1 , fl ,riM−1 and qi1 , fl ,qiM−1 are, respectively,
the M −1 relative coordinates and momenta taken at equal
time in the M-nucleon rest frame; ri
W is the Wigner phase-
space density of the M-nucleon cluster; and kfll denotes
event averaging. The spin-isospin statistical factor for the
cluster is given by G, and its value is 3 /8 for deuteron and
1/3 for triton or 3He, with the latter including the possibil-
ity of coalescence of a deuteron with another nucleon to
form a triton or 3He f72g. Details about such calculation
can be found in Ref. f31g.
Shown in Fig. 10 are the kinetic energy spectra in the
center-of-mass system for deuterons (first row), tritons (sec-
ond row), and 3He’s (third row) from central collisions of
52Ca+ 48Ca at E=80 MeV/nucleon by using the SBKD (first
column), MDYI (second column) and MDI (third column)
interactions with the soft (solid squares) and stiff (open
FIG. 8. (Color online) Same as in Fig. 7 but using the MDYI
interaction with soft (filled squares) or stiff (open squares) symme-
try energy.
FIG. 9. (Color online) Same as in Fig. 7 but using the MDI
interaction with soft (filled squares) or stiff (open squares) symme-
try energy.
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squares) symmetry energies. For the SBKD interaction, the
yields of these light clusters are very sensitive to the density
dependence of nuclear symmetry energy, which is consistent
with previous studies [30,31]. Including momentum depen-
dence in the isoscalar potential by using the MDYI interac-
tion in the IBUU model reduces slightly the symmetry po-
tential effect, although the yields of light clusters are
increased significantly as a result of enhanced nucleon emis-
sions from the momentum-dependent nuclear potential as
shown in Fig. 6. If we further include the momentum depen-
dence in symmetry potential by using the MDI interaction,
the final yields of light clusters become even less sensitive to
the density dependence of symmetry potential than those
from the MDYI interaction. This is due to the very small
difference between the neutron and proton potentials and the
momentum dependence of their symmetry potentials in the
MDI interaction as discussed above. It should be noted that
the coalescence model is expected to be a reasonable model
for describing the production of light clusters with large ki-
netic energies as they are not contaminated by contributions
from decays of heavy fragments, which are mainly of low
kinetic energies and may not be negligible in intermediate
energy heavy-ion collisions.
The isobaric yield ratio t / 3He is less model-dependent
and also less affected by other effects, such as the feedback
from heavy fragment evaporation and the feed-down from
produced excited triton and 3He states. In Fig. 11, we show
the t / 3He ratio with statistical errors as a function of cluster
kinetic energy in the center-of-mass system for the SBKD,
MDYI and MDI interactions with the soft (solid squares) and
stiff (open squares) symmetry energies. For all nuclear po-
tentials, it is seen that the ratio t / 3He obtained with different
symmetry energies exhibits very different energy depen-
dence. While the t / 3He ratio increases with kinetic energy
for the soft symmetry energy, it decreases and/or increase
weakly with kinetic energy for the stiff symmetry energy. For
both soft and stiff symmetry energies, the ratio t / 3He is
larger than the neutron to proton ratio of the whole reaction
system, i.e., N /Z=1.5. This is in agreement with results from
both experiments and the statistical model simulations for
other reaction systems and incident energies [73–77]. It is
interesting to note that although the yield of light clusters is
not so sensitive to the density dependence of symmetry po-
tential for the MDI interaction, the t / 3He ratio shows very
different energy dependence for the soft and hard symmetry
potentials. This is related to the different momentum depen-
dence of symmetry potential in the MDI interaction, espe-
cially at low densities, as shown in Fig. 4.
V. SUMMARY
Through studying two-nucleon correlation functions and
light cluster production using an isospin- and momentum-
dependent transport model, we have investigated the effects
due to the momentum dependence of isoscalar nuclear po-
tential and also the symmetry potential on the space-time
properties of nucleon emission source in heavy-ion collisions
induced by neutron-rich nuclei at intermediate energies. It is
found that the momentum dependence of both isoscalar
nuclear potential and the symmetry potential influences sig-
nificantly the space-time properties of nucleon emission
source, leading thus to appreciable effects on two-nucleon
correlation functions and light cluster production in these
collisions. Specifically, the momentum dependence of
nuclear potential reduces the sensitivity of two-nucleon cor-
relation functions and the light cluster yield on the stiffness
FIG. 10. (Color online) Kinetic energy spectra in the center-of-
mass system for deuteron (first row), triton (second row), and 3He
(third row) from central collisions of 52Ca+ 48Ca at E
=80 MeV/nucleon by using the SBKD (first column), MDYI (sec-
ond column) and MDI (third column) interactions with the soft
(solid squares) or stiff (open squares) symmetry energy.
FIG. 11. (Color online) The t / 3He ratio as a
function of cluster kinetic energy in the center-of-
mass system for different interactions (a) SBKD,
(b) MDYI, and (c) MDI with the soft (solid
squares) and stiff (open squares) symmetry ener-
gies. The lines are drawn to guide the eyes.
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of nuclear symmetry energy. However, the t / 3He ratio is still
found to be sensitive to the stiffness of symmetry energy
after including the momentum dependence of nuclear poten-
tial. The study of these observables in intermediate energy
heavy-ion collisions thus offers the possibility to probe both
the momentum dependence of nuclear symmetry potential
and the density dependence of nuclear symmetry energy.
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